Gallery Activity Systems

This resource is made possible with the generous support of
Welcome to the International Spy Museum!

This book has an activity system for each exhibit in the museum. Each activity system has a list of objects to find to help you explore the exhibits. You can check off each object in the box. Let's get started!
Undercover Mission
(Optional)

- Pick up a badge
- Choose a screen to get your mission information
- Watch the mission video
- Enter the galleries to begin your mission
Stalking Secrets

- Playing Cards Map
- Camera Watch
- Insectothopter
- Pigeon Camera
Making Sense of Secrets

- Bletchley Park Cipher
- Cipher Wheel
- V-2 Blueprint
- Russian Toy
Covert Action

Ninja Armor

Money Printing Plate

Umbrella

Shadow Puppet
Spying that Shaped History

- Washington's Letter
- Story Book
- Jell-O Box
- Spy Lego Set
An Uncertain World

Pocket Watch

Dove Graffiti

Chess Board

Toy Trabant Car
Congratulations! You have made it to the end of the activity. We hope you had lots of fun! Thank you for visiting the International Spy Museum!
Additional Resources

- Know Before You Go video
- Social Narrative
- Communication Cards
- Sensory Map
- Visual Schedule Cards
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